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Abstract—We develop algorithms that find and track the
optimal solution trajectory of time-varying convex optimization
problems which consist of local and network-related objec-
tives. The algorithms are derived from the prediction-correction
methodology, which corresponds to a strategy where the time-
varying problem is sampled at discrete time instances and then
a sequence is generated via alternatively executing predictions
on how the optimizers at the next time sample are changing
and corrections on how they actually have changed. Prediction
is based on how the optimality conditions evolve in time, while
correction is based on a gradient or Newton method, leading
to Decentralized Prediction-Correction Gradient (DPC-G) and
Decentralized Prediction-Correction Newton (DPC-N). We ex-
tend these methods to cases where the knowledge on how the
optimization programs are changing in time is only approximate
and propose Decentralized Approximate Prediction-Correction
Gradient (DAPC-G) and Decentralized Approximate Prediction-
Correction Newton (DAPC-N). Convergence properties of all
the proposed methods are studied and empirical performance
is shown on an application of a resource allocation problem
in a wireless network. We observe that the proposed methods
outperform existing running algorithms by orders of magnitude.
The numerical results showcase a trade-off between convergence
accuracy, sampling period, and network communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Decentralized tracking methods are used to solve problems
in which distinct agents of a network aim at minimizing a
global objective that varies continuously in time. We focus on
a special case of this problem, where the objective may be
decomposed into two parts: the first part is a sum of functions
which are locally available at each node; the second is defined
along the edges of the network, and is often defined by the
cost of communication among the agents. Problems of this
kind arise, e.g., in estimation, control, and robotics [3]–[9].
One approach to continuous-time optimization problems of
this kind is to sample the objective function at discrete time in-
stances tk, k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , and then solve each time-invariant
instance of the problem, via classical methods such as gradient
or Newton descent. If the sampling period h :“ tk`1 ´ tk is
chosen arbitrarily small, then doing so would yield the solution
trajectory y˚ptkq with arbitrary accuracy. However, solving
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such problems for each time sample is not a viable option
in most application domains, since the computation time to
obtain each optimizer exceeds the rate at which the solution
trajectory changes, unless y˚ptq is approximately stationary.
Prediction-correction algorithms [10], by making use of
tools of non-stationary optimization [11]–[13], have been
developed to iteratively solve convex programs which con-
tinuously vary in time. These methods operate by predicting
at time tk the optimal solution at the discrete time instance
tk`1 via an approximation of the variation of the objective
function F over this time slot. Then, this prediction is revised
by executing gradient or Newton descent. However, these
methods are designed only for centralized settings. We focus
on time-varying convex programs in decentralized settings,
where nodes can only communicate with their neighbors. As
a consequence, the prediction-correction methods suggested
in [10] are not directly applicable.
One approach to solving problems of this type are de-
centralized running algorithms, which run at the same time-
scale as the optimization problem and dynamically react to
changes in the objective function. Performance guarantees for
such methods yield convergence to a neighborhood of the
true optimizer y˚ptkq on the order of the sampling period
Ophq, despite the fact that only one round of communication
is allowed per discrete time step [4], [14]–[20]. The afore-
mentioned works mostly consider strongly convex objectives
with no constraints. Notably, [18] and [19] describe a running
dual decomposition and a running alternating direction method
of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm. Notice that these methods
implement only correction steps and thus cannot effectively
mitigate the error from the non-stationarity of the optimizer.
In this paper, we generalize the prediction-correction
methodology of [10] to decentralized settings such that each
node of a network, after communicating with its neighbors,
estimates its local component of the optimal trajectory at the
discrete time instance tk`1 from information regarding the
objective at time tk, and then corrects this local prediction at
time tk`1, via additional communications within the network.
To develop this generalization, in the prediction step we
truncate the Taylor series of the objective function’s Hessian
inverse. This approximation is necessary since the computation
of the objective function’s Hessian inverse, which is required
for the prediction step, requires global communication. In the
correction step, we use decentralized approximations of gra-
dient descent and of Newton’s method to correct the predicted
solution by descending towards the optimal solution of the
observed objective function. In addition, we consider cases in
which the prediction of how the cost function changes in time
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2is unavailable, and must be estimated. This time-derivative
approximation is particularly useful in target tracking [21] or
designing learning-based control strategies [22], [23].
The main contributions of the paper are the following.
i) We develop prediction-correction algorithms for a class
of time-varying networked optimization problems, which
can be implemented in a distributed fashion over a
network of computing and communicating nodes. The
correction term is either derived from a gradient method
or from a (damped) Newton step.
ii) In order to compute the prediction (and correction for
Newton) direction, we employ a novel matrix splitting
technique, for which the one developed in [24], [25]
is a special case (only valid for adjacency matrices).
The novel methodology relies on the concept of block
diagonal dominance.
iii) We prove convergence of all the algorithms and charac-
terize their convergence rate. For the case of the (damped)
Newton correction step, we compute the (local) conver-
gence region and argue global convergence in case of a
damped step.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we begin
by introducing the optimization problem of interest and by
providing some examples for the proposed formulation. We
then derive a family of algorithms which contains four distinct
methods (Section III). We analyze their convergence properties
in Section IV, establishing that the sequence of iterates gen-
erated by all these algorithms converges linearly to a bounded
tracking error. We observe a trade-off in the implementation
between approximation accuracy and communication cost. In
Section V, we numerically analyze the methods on a resource
allocation problem in wireless sensor networks. Lastly, in
Section VI we conclude1.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a connected undirected graph G “ pV,Eq, with
vertex set V containing n nodes and edge set E containing
m edges. Consider yi P Rp as the decision variable of node i
and t as a non-negative scalar that represents time. Associated
with each node i are time-varying strongly convex functions
f ipyi; tq : RpˆR` Ñ R and gi,ipyi; tq : RpˆR` Ñ R. The
local functions f i may be interpreted as, e.g., the merit of
a particular choice of control policy [5] or statistical model
[3]. Moreover, associated with each edge pi, jq P E is a
continuously time-varying convex function gi,jpyi,yj ; tq :
Rp ˆ Rp ˆ R` Ñ R. These edge-wise functions represent,
e.g., the cost of communicating across the network [26].
We focus on problems where nodes aim at cooperatively
minimizing the global smooth strongly convex cost function
1 Notation. Vectors are written as y P Rn and matrices as A P Rnˆn.
} ¨ } denotes the Euclidean norm, in the case of vectors, matrices, and
tensors. The gradient of the function fpy; tq with respect to y at the point
py, tq is indicated as ∇yfpy; tq P Rn, while the partial derivative of the
same function w.r.t. t at py, tq is ∇tfpy; tq P R. Similarly, the notation
∇yyfpy; tq P Rnˆn denotes the Hessian of fpy; tq w.r.t. y at py, tq,
whereas ∇tyfpy; tq P Rn denotes the partial derivative of the gradient of
fpy; tq w.r.t. time t at py, tq, i.e. the mixed first-order partial derivative vector
of the objective. Consistent notation is used for higher-order derivatives.
F : Rnp ˆ R` Ñ R, which can be written as the sum of
locally available functions f : RnpˆR` Ñ R, and a function
g : Rnp ˆ R` Ñ R induced by the network structure G.
In particular, the function fpy; tq is the sum of the locally
available functions f ipyi; tq,
fpy; tq :“
ÿ
iPV
f ipyi; tq . (1)
where we have defined y P Rnp in (1) as the stacking of the
nodes’ decision variables yi, i.e., y “ py1T; . . . ;ynTqT. The
function gpy; tq induced by the structure of the network is the
sum of locally available functions gi,ipyi; tq and the functions
gi,jpyi,yj ; tq associated to the edges of the network,
gpy; tq :“
ÿ
iPV
gi,ipyi; tq `
ÿ
pi,jqPE
gi,jpyi,yj ; tq . (2)
Our goal is to solve the time-varying convex program
y˚ptq :“argmin
yPRnp
F py; tq :“ fpy; tq` gpy; tq, for t ě 0 , (3)
that is the foundation of many problems in cooperative control
and network utility maximization. Our goal is to enable the
nodes to determine their own component of the solution y˚ptq
of (3) for each time t in a decentralized fashion, i.e., a
protocol such that each node only requires communication
with neighboring nodes. Notice that nodes can minimize the
objective function fpy; tq independently, while minimization
of the function gpy; tq requires coordination and information
exchange across the network. Before developing distributed
protocols to solve (3), we present a couple of examples to
clarify the problem setting.
Example 1 (Estimation of distributed processes) We con-
sider a network of interconnected sensors monitoring a time-
varying distributed process. We represent this process by a
vector-valued function upx, tq P Rp, with x P R3 being
the spatial coordinate, and t denoting time. We assume that
the process is spatially smooth so that the value of upx, tq
at close-by spatial coordinates is also similar. We focus on
the case that a network of n sensors is deployed in a spa-
tial region A Ă R3. The i-th node acquires measurements
zipxi, tq which are noisy linear transformations of the true
process zipxi, tq “ hiTupxi, tq ` ηiptq, where xi is the
location of the sensor i, hi is its regressor, and the noise
ηiptq „ N p0, σiq is Gaussian distributed independently across
time with covariance σi. This problem setting comes up in
earth sciences [27], [28] and acoustics [29], but it is also
relevant in robotics [9], [30], [31]. By considering the task of
learning a spatially regularized least-squares estimate uˆ P Rnp
of the process upx, tq at different locations, we obtain the
time-varying networked convex program
min
uˆ1PRp,...,uˆnPRn
1
2
nÿ
i“1
}hiTuˆi´zipxi, tq}21
σi
`β
2
ÿ
jPNi
wij}uˆi´uˆj}22 ,
(4)
where N i denotes the neighborhood of node i, uˆi is the
estimated value of the process upx, tq at time t and location
xi, the constant β ą 0 is a regularizer that incentivizes closely
located sensors to obtain similar estimates, and the nonnegative
3weights wij may be defined according to a function of the
distance between sensors. The first term in (4) defines the
estimation accuracy in terms of the squared error and is
identified as a sum of functions which only depend on local
information, which is a special case of (1). The second term in
(4) couples the decisions of node i with its neighbors j P N i,
and it is of the form (2). Thus (4) is an instance of (3).
Example 2 (Resource allocation problems) Consider a re-
source allocation problem in a wireless sensor network [26],
[32], [33]. Associate with sensor i a time-varying utility
functions f i : Rp ˆ R` and decision variable yi P Rp
representing the resources allocated to node i in a network
G of n sensors. To allocate resources in this network, one
must respect channel capacity and interference constraints.
These constraints may be formulated in aggregate as network-
flow constraints, obtaining the time-varying resource allocation
problem
min
y1PRp,...,ynPRp
ÿ
iPV
f ipyi; tq subject to Ay “ bptq . (5)
In (5), A P Rlpˆnp denotes the augmented graph edge
incidence matrix. The matrix A is formed by l ˆ n square
blocks of dimension p. If the edge e “ pj, kq with j ă k
links node j to node k the block pe, jq is rAsej “ Ip and the
block rAsek “ ´Ip, where Ip denotes the identity matrix of
dimension p. All other blocks are identically null. Moreover,
the time-varying vectors bptq P Rlp are induced by channel
capacity and rate transmission constraints.
In many situations, especially in commercial settings where
the nodes are consumer devices, one seeks to solve decentral-
ized approximations of (5). One way to do so is to consider
the approximate augmented Lagrangian relaxation of (5), and
solve instead
min
y1PRp,...,ynPRp
ÿ
iPV
f ipyi; tq ` 1
β2
}Ay ´ bptq}2 , (6)
which is now unconstrained [34]. Notice that the parameter
β ą 0, which behaves similarly to a Lagrange multiplier,
tunes the approximation level and penalizes the violation of
the approximated constraint }Ay ´ bptq}2. Observe that the
first term in (6) is precisely the same as (1). Moreover,
block-wise decomposition of the second term yields edge-wise
expressions of the form }pyi ´ yjq ´ biptq}2, which may be
identified as the functions gi,jpyi,yj ; tq in (2).
III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
To solve the time-varying optimization problem in (3), the
first step is sampling the continuously time-varying objective
function F py; tq at time instants tk with k “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
leading to a sequence of time-invariant convex problems
y˚ptkq :“ argmin
yPRnp
F py; tkq k ě 0 . (7)
The sequence of optimal decision variables y˚ptkq defined in
(7) are samples of the optimal trajectory y˚ptq defined in (3).
Since solving (7) for each time instance tk is impractical even
for moderately sized networks, we instead devise a method to
generate a sequence of approximate optimizers for (7) which
eventually remains close to the true optimizer y˚ptkq in (7)
up to a constant error. More formally, we seek to generate a
sequence tyku for which
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} “ const., (8)
and whose rate, convergence, and asymptotical error constants
depend on the sampling period h and the number of exchanged
messages per node per time instance k.
To do so, we build upon prediction-correction methods,
which at the current time sample tk predict the optimal
decision variable at the next time sample tk`1, i.e., from an
arbitrary initial variable y0, for each time k ě 0, predict a
new approximate optimizer as
yk`1|k “ yk ` hpk , (9)
where index k is associated with time sample tk, and similarly
for k ` 1 w.r.t. tk`1, pk P Rnp is the prediction direction,
yk`1|k is the predicted variable for step k+1, and h is the
sampling period. Then, after observing the sampled objective
function at tk`1 we correct the predicted vector yk`1|k by
yk`1 “ yk`1|k ` γ ck`1 , (10)
for a certain correction direction ck`1 P Rnp which defines a
descent direction, with nonnegative constant step-size γ ą 0.
A. Decentralized prediction step
Solving the strongly convex time-invariant problem (7)
accounts in finding the unique decision variable for which
∇yF py˚ptkq; tkq “ 0. (11)
For any other variable yk ‰ y˚ptkq, the gradient ∇yF pyk; tkq
would not be null and we can use it to quantify the subopti-
mality of y w.r.t. y˚ptkq.
We design the prediction direction as the one that maintains
the suboptimality level when determining yk`1|k (the rationale
being that when arrived at optimality, we will keep it while
predicting). Formally, we wish to determine yk`1|k as the
vector for which
∇yF pyk`1|k; tk`1q “ ∇yF pyk; tkq. (12)
Of course, implementing (12) requires information at future
times tk`1 at the present tk, an impossibility without clairvoy-
ance. Instead, we approximate the left-hand side by adopting
a Taylor expansion, obtaining,
∇yF pyk; tkq `∇yyF pyk; tkqpyk`1|k ´ ykq`
h∇tyF pyk; tkq “ ∇yF pyk; tkq, (13)
which may be reordered so that yk`1|k is on the left-hand
side, yielding
yk`1|k “ yk ´ h r∇yyF pyk; tkqs´1∇tyF pyk; tkq . (14)
The update (14) describes the discrete-time iso-suboptimality
dynamics. This prediction step (14) in principle would allow us
to maintain a consistent level of sub-optimality, but our focus
on decentralized methods precludes its use. This is because
4execution of (14) requires computing the Hessian inverse
∇yyF pyk; tkq´1 which is not implementable by a network
due to the fact that ∇yyF pyk; tkq´1 is a global computa-
tion. The Hessian ∇yyF pyk; tkq “ ∇yyfpy; tq `∇yygpy; tq
consists of two terms: The first term ∇yyfpy; tq is a block
diagonal matrix and the second term ∇yygpy; tq is a block
neighbor sparse matrix that inherits the structure of the graph.
Therefore, the global objective function’s Hessian ∇yyF py; tq
has the sparsity pattern of the graph and can be computed by
exchanging information with neighboring nodes. Nonetheless,
the Hessian inverse, required in (14), is not neighbor sparse
and its computation requires global information.
To develop a decentralized protocol to approximately ex-
ecute (14), we generalize a recently proposed technique to
approximate the Hessian inverse r∇yyF pyk; tkqs´1 which op-
erates by truncating its Taylor expansion [24], [25]. To do so,
define diagr∇yygpyk; tkqs as the block diagonal matrix which
contains the diagonal blocks of the matrix ∇yygpyk; tkq, and
write the Hessian ∇yyF pyk; tkq as
∇yyF pyk; tkq “ Dk ´Bk , (15)
where the matrices Dk and Bk are defined as
Dk :“ ∇yyfpyk; tkq ` diagr∇yygpyk; tkqs , (16a)
Bk :“ diagr∇yygpyk; tkqs ´∇yygpyk; tkq . (16b)
Since F is strongly convex, and by Assumption 2 [Cf. Sec-
tion IV], the matrix Dk is a positive definite block diagonal
matrix and encodes second-order local objective information.
The structure of the matrix Bk is induced by that of the graph:
the diagonal blocks of Bk are null and the non-diagonal block
Bijk is nonzero and given by ´∇yiyjgi,jpyik,yjk; tkq iff i and
j are neighbors.
Given that Dk is positive definite, we can write
∇yyF pyk; tkq “ D1{2k pI´D´1{2k BkD´1{2k qD1{2k . (17)
Consider now the Taylor series pI ´ Xq´1 “ ř8τ“0Xτ for
X “ D´1{2k BkD´1{2k to write the inverse of (17) as
r∇yyF pyk; tkqs´1“D´1{2k
8ÿ
τ“0
´
D
´1{2
k BkD
´1{2
k
¯τ
D
´1{2
k , (18)
whose convergence (as well as the fact that the eigenvalues of
X are strictly less then one so that the Taylor series holds)
will be formally proved in Appendix A. We approximate the
Hessian inverse r∇yyF pyk; tkqs´1 in (18) by its K-th order
approximate H´1k,pKq, which is formed by truncating the series
in (18) to its first K`1 terms as
H´1k,pKq “ D´1{2k
Kÿ
τ“0
´
D
´1{2
k BkD
´1{2
k
¯τ
D
´1{2
k . (19)
Since the matrix Dk is block diagonal and Bk is block
neighbor sparse, it follows that the K-th order approximate
inverse H´1k,pKq is K-hop block neighbor sparse, i.e. its ij-th
block is nonzero if there is a path between nodes i and j with
length K or smaller. Substituting the approximation in (19)
into (14), the prediction step may be written as
yk`1|k “ yk ` hpk,pKq, (20)
where the approximate prediction direction pk,pKq is given by
pk,pKq :“ ´H´1k,pKq∇tyF pyk; tkq. (21)
Although the computation of the approximate prediction di-
rection pk,pKq requires information of K-hop neighbors, we
establish that it can be computed in a decentralized manner
via K communication rounds among neighboring nodes.
Proposition 1 Consider the prediction step (20) and the ap-
proximate prediction direction pk,pKq in (21). Define pik,pKq
and ∇tyF ipyk; tkq as the i-th sub-vector of the vectors pk,pKq
and ∇tyF pyk; tkq associated with node i. Consider Dijk and
Bijk as the ij-th block of the matrices Dk and Bk in (16a) -
(16b). If node i computes for τ“0,. . . ,K ´ 1 the recursion
pik,pτ`1q“´pDiik q´1
´ ÿ
jPNi
Bijk p
j
k,pτq`∇tyF ipyk; tkq
¯
, (22)
with initial condition pik,p0q “ ´pDiik q´1∇tyF ipyk; tkq, the
result yields the approximate prediction direction pik,pKq.
Proof : By direct computation. See [24], Section III for a
comparable derivation.
The recursion in (22) allows for the computation the K-th
order approximate prediction direction pik,pKq by K rounds of
exchanging information with neighboring nodes. The i-th sub-
vector of the mixed partial gradient ∇tyF ipyk; tkq associated
with node i is given by
∇tyF ipyk; tkq “ ∇tyif ipyik; tkq `∇tyigi,ipyik; tkq
`
ÿ
jPNi
∇tyigi,jpyik,yjk; tkq. (23)
Node i can compute ∇tyF ipyk; tkq by having access to the
decision variables of its neighbors yjk. In addition, according
to the definition of the block diagonal matrix Dk in (16), its
i-th block can be written as
Diik :“∇yiyif ipyik; tkq `∇yiyigi,ipyik; tkq
`
ÿ
jPNi
∇yiyigi,jpyik,yjk; tkq, (24)
which is available at node i, after receiving yjk. These ob-
servations imply that the initial prediction direction pik,p0q“
pDiik q´1∇tyF ipyk; tkq can be computed locally at node i.
Further, the blocks of the neighbor sparse matrix Bk are given
by
Bijk :“ ´∇yiyjgi,jpyik,yjk; tkq for j P N i, (25)
which are available at node i. Therefore, node i can compute
the recursion in (22) by having access to the τ -th level approx-
imate prediction direction pjk,pτq of its neighbors j P N i. After
the K rounds of communication with neighboring nodes, to
predict the local variable yik`1|k at step tk, node i executes
the local update
yik`1|k “ yik ` hpik,pKq . (26)
Thus, the prediction step in (20) yields a decentralized protocol
summarized in Algorithm 1.
5Algorithm 1 Decentralized Prediction at node i
Input: The local variableyik , the sampling periodh, the approximation levelK.
1: Compute Diik [cf. (24)]
2: Exchange the variable yik with neighbors j P N i
3: Compute the local mixed partial gradient ∇tyF ipyk; tkq [cf. (23)]
4: Compute Bijk :“ ´∇yiyj gi,jpyik,yjk; tkq for j P N i [cf. (25)]
5: Compute pik,p0q “ ´pDiik q´1∇tyF ipyk; tkq
6: for τ “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,K ´ 1 do
7: Exchange prediction direction pi
k,pτq with neighbors j P N i
8: Compute the recursion [cf. (22)]
pik,pτ`1q “ ´pDiik q´1
´ ÿ
jPNi
Bijk p
j
k,pτq`∇tyF ipyk; tkq
¯
9: end for
10: Predict the next trajectory yik`1|k “ yik ` hpik,pKq [cf. (26)]
Output: The predicted variable yi
k`1|k .
Algorithm 2 Approximate Prediction at node i
Input: The local variableyik , the sampling periodh, the approximation levelK.
1: Compute Diik [cf. (24)]
2: Exchange the variable yik with neighbors j P N i
3: Compute the approximate local mixed partial gradient ∇˜tyF ik [cf. (27)]
4: Compute Bijk :“ ´∇yiyj gi,jpyik,yjk; tkq for j P N i [cf. (25)]
5: Compute p˜ik,p0q “ ´pDiik q´1∇˜tyF ik
6: for τ “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,K ´ 1 do
7: Exchange prediction direction p˜i
k,pτq with neighbors j P N i
8: Compute the recursion [cf. (22)]
p˜ik,pτ`1q “ ´pDiik q´1
´ ÿ
jPNi
Bijk p˜
j
k,pτq`∇˜tyF ik
¯
9: end for
10: Predict the next trajectory yik`1|k “ yik ` h p˜ik,pKq [cf. (26)]
Output: The predicted variable yi
k`1|k .
B. Time derivative approximation
In practical settings, knowledge of how the function F
changes in time is unavailable. This issue may be mitigated
by estimating the term ∇tyF py; tq via a first-order back-
ward derivative: Let ∇˜tyFk be an approximate version of
∇tyF pyk; tkq computed as a first-order backward derivative,
∇˜tyFk “ p∇yF pyk; tkq ´∇yF pyk; tk´1qq{h . (27)
The approximation ∇˜tyFk requires only information of the
previous discrete time slot. Using (27), we can approximate
the prediction direction as
p˜k,pKq :“ ´H´1k,pKq∇˜tyFk . (28)
This may be obtained in a decentralized way via K rounds
of communication among neighboring nodes, which may be
established as a trivial extension of Proposition 1. Algorithm 1
may be modified to instead make use of the decentralized
approximate prediction step in (28), as done in Algorithm 2.
Once we obtain this local prediction of the optimizer at the
next time tk`1, using information at the current time tk, the
problem (3) is sampled at time tk`1. We make use of this new
information in the correction step, as discussed next.
C. Decentralized correction step
The predicted variable yk`1|k [cf. (21)] is then corrected
via (10) by making use of the objective at time tk`1. Different
correction strategies give rise to different correction updates,
whose relative merits depend on the application domain at
hand. We present two distinct correction steps next.
Algorithm 3 Decentralized Gradient Correction at node i
Input: The local predicted variable yi
k`1|k . The step-size γ.
1: Exchange the predicted variable yi
k`1|k with neighbors j P N i
2: Observe F ip¨; tk`1q, find cik`1 “ ´∇yF ipyk`1|k; tk`1q [cf. (30)]
3: Correct the trajectory yik`1 “ yik`1|k ` γcik`1 [cf. (31)]
Output: The corrected variable yik`1.
Gradient correction step: After the objective at time tk`1
is observed, we may execute the correction step (10) with
ck`1 “ ´∇yF pyk`1|k; tk`1q, resulting in
yk`1 “ yk`1|k ´ γ∇yF pyk`1|k; tk`1q , (29)
which is a gradient correction step. This step is computable
in a decentralized fashion since the local component of the
gradient F pyk`1|k; tk`1q at node i is given by
∇yF ipyk`1|k; tk`1q “ ∇yif ipyik`1|k; tk`1q (30)
`∇yigi,ipyik`1|k; tk`1q`
ÿ
jPNi
∇yigi,jpyik`1|k,yjk`1|k; tk`1q.
To implement the expression in (30), node i only requires
access to the decision variables yjk`1|k of its neighbors j P N i.
Thus, if nodes exchange their predicted variable yik`1|k with
their neighbors they can compute the local correction direction
cik`1 as in (30) and update their predicted variable yik`1|k as
yik`1 “ yik`1|k ` γcik`1. (31)
We call DPC-G as the Decentralized Prediction-Correction
method that uses gradient descent in the correction step
(Algorithm 3) and the exact prediction step (Algorithm 1)
in the prediction step. We call DAPC-G as the Decentralized
Approximate Prediction-Correction method that uses gradient
descent in the correction step (Algorithm 3) and the approxi-
mate prediction step (Algorithm 2) in the prediction step. Both
DPC-G and DAPC-G require K ` 2 communication rounds
among neighboring nodes per time step.
Newton correction step: The correction step in (10) could
also be considered as a Newton step if we used ck`1 “
´∇yyF pyk`1|k; tk`1q´1∇yF pyk`1|k; tk`1q. However, as in
the discussion regarding the prediction step, computation of
the Hessian inverse ∇yyF pyk`1|k; tk`1q´1 requires global
communication. Consequently, we approximate the Hessian
inverse ∇yyF pyk`1|k; tk`1q´1 by truncating its Taylor series
as in (19). To be more precise, we define H´1k`1|k,pK1q as the
K 1-th level approximation of the Hessian inverse as
H´1k`1|k,pK1q“D´1{2k`1|k
K1ÿ
τ“0
´
D
´1{2
k`1|kBk`1|kD
´1{2
k`1|k
¯τ
D
´1{2
k`1|k,
(32)where the matrices Dk`1|k and Bk`1|k are defined as
Dk`1|k :“∇yyfpyk`1|k; tk`1q`diagr∇yygpyk`1|k; tk`1qs ,
(33a)
Bk`1|k :“diagr∇yygpyk`1|k; tk`1qs´∇yygpyk`1|k; tk`1q .
(33b)
Notice that the only difference between the decomposition
matrices Dk`1|k and Bk`1|k for the correction step and the
matrices Dk and Bk for the prediction step is the arguments
6Algorithm 4 Decentralized Newton Correction at node i
Input: The local predicted variable yi
k`1|k . The approximation level K
1. The
step-size γ.
1: Exchange the predicted variable yi
k`1|k with neighbors j P N i
2: Observe F ip¨; tk`1q, compute ∇yF ipyk`1|k; tk`1q [cf. (30)]
3: Compute matrices Diik`1|k and B
ij
k`1|k , j P N i as
Diik`1|k :“ ∇yiyif ipyik`1|k; tk`1q `∇yiyigi,ipyik`1|k; tk`1q
` ÿ
jPNi
∇yiyigi,jpyik`1|k,yjk`1|k; tk`1q
Bij
k`1|k :“ ´∇yiyj gi,jpyik`1|k,yjk`1|k; tk`1q
4: Compute cik`1,p0q“ ´pDiik`1|kq´1∇yF ipyk`1|k; tk`1q
5: for τ “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,K1 ´ 1 do
6: Exchange correction step ci
k,pτq with neighboring nodes j P N i
7: Compute ci
k`1,pτ`1q as
cik`1,pτ`1q“´pDiik`1|kq´1´
ÿ
jPNi
Bij
k`1|kc
j
k`1,pτq`∇yF ipyk`1|k; tk`1 q¯
8: end for
9: Correct the trajectory prediction yik`1 “ yik`1|k ` γcik`1,pK1q
Output: The corrected variable yik`1.
for the inputs y and t. The prediction matrices Dk and Bk
are evaluated for the function F p.; tkq and the variable yk,
while the correction matrices are evaluated for the function
F p.; tk`1q and the variable yk`1|k.
Thus, we can approximate the exact Hessian inverse
∇yyF pyk`1|k; tk`1q´1 with H´1k`1|k,pK1q as in (32) and apply
the correction step as
yk`1 “ yk`1|k ´ γH´1k`1|k,pK1q∇yF pyk`1|k; tk`1q , (34)
which requires K 1 exchanges of information among neighbor-
ing nodes. In practice, one can use the same algorithm for the
prediction direction pk,pKq to compute the correction direction
ck,pK1q :“ ´H´1k`1|k,pK1q∇yF pyk`1|k; tk`1q, where now the
gradient takes the place of the time derivative.
We call DPC-N as the Decentralized Prediction-Correction
method that uses Newton descent in the correction step (Al-
gorithm 4) and the exact prediction step (Algorithm 1) in
the prediction step. We call DAPC-N as the Decentralized
Approximate Prediction-Correction method that uses Newton
descent in the correction step (Algorithm 4) and the approx-
imate prediction step (Algorithm 2) in the prediction step.
Both DPC-N and DAPC-N require K ` K 1 ` 2 rounds of
communication per iteration.
For the reader’s ease, we report in Table I the total com-
munication counts per iteration for the presented algorithms.
In particular, we report the amount of communication rounds
required among the neighboring nodes, as well as the variables
that have to be transmitted and the total number of scalar
variables to be sent (per neighbor).
IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
We continue by establishing the convergence of the methods
presented in Section III. In particular, we show that as time
passes the sequence tyku approaches a neighborhood of the
optimal trajectory y˚ptkq at discrete time instances tk. To
establish our results, we require the following conditions.
TABLE I
COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PRESENTED ALGORITHMS.
Method Comms. Vars. Vars. communicated
DPC-G/ DAPC-G Pred. K ` 1 pik,yik pK ` 1qp
Corr. 1 yi
k`1|k p
DPC-N/ DAPC-N Pred. K ` 1 pik,yik pK ` 1qp
Corr. K1 ` 1 cik,yik`1|k pK1 ` 1qp
Assumption 1 The local functions f i are twice differentiable
and the eigenvalues of their Hessians ∇yiyif ipyi; tq for all
i are contained in a compact interval rm,M s with m ą 0.
Hence the aggregate function fpy; tq :“ řiPV f ipyi; tq has a
uniformly bounded spectrum, i.e.
mI ĺ ∇yyfpy; tq ĺ MI. (35)
Assumption 2 The functions gi,ipyi; tq and gi,jpyi,yj ; tq are
twice differentiable. The Hessian of the aggregate in (2),
denoted as ∇yygpy; tq, is block diagonally dominant [35],
i.e., for all i,››∇yiyigpyi,yj ; tq´1››´1ě nÿ
j“1,j‰i
››∇yiyjgi,jpyi,yj ; tq›› , (36)
where by definition ∇yiyigpyi,yj ; tq “ ∇yiyigi,ipyi; tq `
∇yiyigi,jpyi,yj ; tq. The block diagonal element
∇yiyigpyi,yj ; tq has eigenvalues contained in a compact
interval r`{2, L{2s with ` ą 0.
Assumption 3 The derivatives of the global cost F py; tq
defined in (3) are bounded for all y P Rnp and t ě 0 as
}∇tyF py; tq}ďC0, }∇yyyF py; tq}ďC1,
}∇ytyF py; tq}ďC2, }∇ttyF py; tq}ďC3 . (37)
From the bounds on the eigenvalues of Hessians ∇yyfpy; tq
and ∇yygpy; tq in Assumptions 1 and 2, respectively, and from
the block diagonal Gerschgorin Circle Theorem [35] it follows
that the spectrum of ∇yygpy; tq lies in the compact set r0, Ls,
and the one of the Hessian of the global cost ∇yyF py; tq
uniformly satisfies
m I ĺ ∇yyF py; tq ĺ pL`Mq I . (38)
Assumptions 1 and 2, besides guaranteeing that the problem
stated in (3) is strongly convex and has a unique solution
for each time instance, imply that the Hessian ∇yyF py; tq
is invertible. Moreover, the higher-order derivative bounds
imply the Lipschitz continuity of the gradients, Hessians, and
mixed partial derivatives of the Hessians. These conditions,
in addition to higher-order derivative conditions on F , as in
Assumption 3, frequently appear in the analysis of methods
for time-varying optimization, and are required to establish
convergence [13], [18], [19].
Assumptions 1 and 3 are sufficient to show that the solution
mapping t ÞÑ y˚ptq is single-valued and locally Lipschitz
continuous in t, and in particular,
}y˚ptk`1q´y˚ptkq} ď 1
m
}∇tyF py; tq}ptk`1´tkq ď C0h
m
,
(39)
7see for example [36, Theorem 2F.10]. This gives us a link
between the sampling period h and the allowed variations in
the optimizers. This also gives a better understanding on the
time-varying assumptions on the uniform boundedness of the
time derivatives of the gradient ∇tyF py; tq and ∇ttyF py; tq.
In particular the bounds C0 and C3 require that the change and
the rate of change of the optimizer be bounded. If the optimizer
were the position of a moving target to be estimated, then C0
and C3 would be a bound on its velocity and acceleration.
Finally, the bound on ∇ytyF py; tq means that the quantity
∇tyF py; tq is Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. y uniformly in t.
That is to say that close by points y and y1 need to have
similar gradient time-derivatives: e.g., if the target position is
perturbed by a small amount δy then its velocity is perturbed
by an amount not bigger than C2δy.
A. Discrete sampling error
We start the convergence analysis by deriving an upper
bound on the norm of the approximation error ∆k P Rnp
that we estimate through a Taylor approximation in (13). The
error is defined as the difference between the predicted yk`1|k
in (14) (with yk “ y˚ptkq) and the exact prediction y˚ptk`1q,
starting from the same initial condition y˚ptkq, i.e.,
∆k :“ yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q. (40)
In the following proposition, we upper bound the norm }∆k}
of the discretization error, which encodes the error due to the
prediction step and is central to all our convergence results.
Proposition 2 Let Assumptions 1-3 hold true. Define the dis-
cretization constant ∆ as ∆ “ pC20C1q{2m3` pC0C2q{m2`
pC3q{2m. The norm of ∆k in (40) is upper bounded by
}∆k} ď ∆h2 “ Oph2q. (41)
Proposition 2, which is established as Proposition 1 in [10],
states that the norm of the discrete sampling error }∆k} is
bounded above by a constant which is in the order of Oph2q.
A second source of error to take into account, when studying
the asymptotic behavior of the algorithms in Section III, is
the error due to approximating the Hessian inverse by a
truncated Taylor expansion in (19). We bound this error as
a function of the approximation level K, which is the number
of communication rounds among neighboring nodes.
Proposition 3 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the K-th order
approximate inverse Hessian in (19) is well-defined. In addi-
tion, its eigenvalues are upper bounded as
}H´1k,pKq} ď H :“
m` L{2
mpm` `{2q . (42)
Furthermore, if we define the error of the Hessian inverse
approximation as ek “ }I´∇yyF pyk; tkqH´1k,pKq}, the error
ek is bounded above as
ek ď %K`1, where % :“ pL{2q{pm` L{2q. (43)
Proof: See Appendix A.
Besides quantifying the error coming from approximating
the Hessian inverse, Proposition 3 provides trade-offs between
communication cost and convergence accuracy. It shows that a
larger K leads to more accurate approximation of the Hessian
inverse at the price of more communications.
B. Gradient tracking convergence
In the following theorem, we establish that the sequence
generated by the DPC-G and DAPC-G algorithms asymptot-
ically converges to a neighborhood of the optimal trajectory
whose radius depends on the discretization error.
Theorem 1 Consider the sequence tyku generated by the
DPC-G or DAPC-G algorithm, which uses Algorithm 1 (or
2) as prediction step and Algorithm 3 as correction step. Let
Assumptions 1-3 hold and define constants ρ and σ as
ρ :“maxt|1´γm|, |1´ γpL`Mq|u, σ :“1`h
„
C0C1
m2
`C2
m

.
(44)
Further, recall the definition of % in (43) and define the
function Γ : p0, 1q ˆ N Ñ R as Γ p%,Kq “ pC0{mq%K`1.
Choose the step-size as
γ ă 2{pL`Mq, (45)
so that ρ ă 1. Then,
i) For any sampling period h, the sequence tyku converges
to y˚ptkq Q-linearly up to a bounded error, as
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} “ Ophq `OphΓ p%,Kqq `Oph2q. (46)
ii) If the sampling period h is chosen such that
h ă
„
C0C1
m2
` C2
m
´1
pρ´1 ´ 1q, (47)
then the sequence tyku converges to y˚ptkq Q-linearly
up to a bounded error as
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} “ OphΓ p%,Kqq `Oph2q. (48)
Proof : See Appendices B-C, where the error bounds and
convergence rate constant are explicitly computed in terms
of the functional bounds of Assumptions 1-3.
Theorem 1 establishes the convergence properties of DPC-G
and DAPC-G for particular parameter choices. In both cases,
the linear convergence to a neighborhood is shown, provided
the step-size satisfies γ ă 2{pL`Mq. Moreover, the accuracy
of convergence depends on the choice of the sampling period
h, and for any sampling period, the result in (46) holds. In
this case the accuracy of convergence is of the order Ophq. If
the sampling period h is chosen such that ρσ ă 1 (that is (47)
holds), then the result in (48) is valid.
If ρσ ă 1 is satisfied and the approximation level K is
chosen sufficiently large, then Γ p%,Kq is negligible and we
regain an error bound of Oph2q, which is compatible with
centralized algorithms [10].
8C. Newton tracking convergence
We turn to analyzing the DPC-N and DAPC-N algorithms.
Theorem 2 Denote tyku as the sequence generated by the
DPC-N or DAPC-N method, which respectively uses Algo-
rithm 1 or 2 as its prediction, and Algorithm 4 as its
correction. Let Assumptions 1-3 hold and fix K and K 1 as
the Hessian inverse approximation levels for the prediction
and correction steps, respectively, with the function Γ defined
as in Theorem 1. Fix the step-size as γ P p0, 1s. There exist
bounds K¯, h¯, and R¯, such that if the sampling rate h is chosen
as h ď h¯, K and K 1 are chosen as K,K 1 ě K¯, and the
initial optimality gap satisfies }y0 ´ y˚pt0q} ď R¯, then tyku
converges Q-linearly to the solution trajectory y˚ptkq up to a
bounded error as
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk´y˚ptkq}“OphΓ p%,KqrγΓ p%,K 1q`1´γsq
`Oph2rγΓ p%,K 1q`γΓ p%,Kq2`1´γsq
`Oph3γΓ p%,Kqq `Oph4 γq. (49)
In addition, if the step-size γ is chosen arbitrarily small, the
attraction region R¯ can be made arbitrarily large.
Proof: See Appendices D-E. The proof is constructive, thus
we also characterize the bounds on the sampling period,
approximation levels, the attraction region, and finally, the
constants in the asymptotic error and in the linear convergence
rate.
Theorem 2 states that DPC-N/DAPC-N converge to a
bounded tracking error defined in (49) once the algorithm
reaches an attractor region. The error bound in (49) depends,
as expected, on the sampling period h and the approximation
levels K and K 1. In the worst case, the asymptotic error
floor will be of the order Ophq. However, in some cases we
may achieve tighter tracking guarantees. For example, if the
approximation level K and K 1 are chosen sufficiently large,
then the terms Γ pρ,Kq and Γ pρ,K 1q are negligible, yielding
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} “ Oph2r1´ γsq `Oph4 γq . (50)
This is to say that the asymptotic dependence of the error
of DPC-N/DAPC-N on the sampling period h varies from a
worst-case Ophq to as tight as Oph4q (for the selection γ “ 1).
Remark 1 (Step-size choice) The step-size choice of the
presented Newton correction methods affects the convergence
attraction region and the convergence speed. For large enough
K,K 1 and small enough h, if we choose γ “ 1, we
obtain a standard Newton method with convergence region
R¯ “ 2m{C1σ2, the fastest convergence speed, and smallest
asymptotical error Oph4q. This convergence region is larger
depending on how small C1 is: for quadratic functions C1 “ 0,
and the convergence is global. If we choose γ ! 1, then the
convergence region is R¯ “ 2mpτ ´ 1 ` γq{γC1σ2, where τ ,
with 1 ´ γ ă τ ă 1, is the linear convergence rate [Cf. Ap-
pendix D]. This means that the attraction region can be made
arbitrarily big, while the convergence rate is made smaller
and smaller, and the asymptotical error is Oph2q. Finally,
an interesting choice is γ “ h ď 1: when h is sufficiently
small, then the Newton prediction/correction approximate well
a continuous-time algorithm and the convergence (albeit made
slow) is global. In practice, the choice of the step-size depends
on the application at hand. One can even decide to run the
DPC-G algorithm till convergence and then switch to DPC-
N as an hybrid scheme, or to adopt an increasing step-size
selection. These extensions are left as future research.
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
We turn to studying the empirical validity of the perfor-
mance guarantees established in Section IV. In particular,
we consider the resource allocation problem in a network
of interconnected devices, as in Example 2 of Section II.
As presented in (5), the local objective functions f ipyi; tq
represent a time-varying utility indicating the quality of trans-
mission at a particular device i and the constraints represent
channel rate and capacity constraints. These constraints depend
on the connectivity of the network, which is encoded in the
augmented incidence matrix A, defined following (5).
By adopting an approximate augmented Lagrangian method,
we obtain (6) which is an instance of (3). Consider the case
where decisions are the variables yi P Rp, p “ 10, for which
each local utility f ipyi; tq associated with sensor i is given as
f ipyi; tq “ 1
2
pyi ´ ciptqqTQipyi ´ ciptqq`
pÿ
l“1
log
“
1` exp `bi,lpyi,l ´ di,lptqq˘‰ , (51)
where yi,l indicates the l-th component of the i-th decision
variable yi, while Qi P Rpˆp, bi,l P R, ciptq P Rp, di,lptq P R
are (time-varying) parameters. Straightforward computations
reveal that the second order derivative of f i with respect to yi
is contained in the bounded interval rλminpQiq, λmaxpQiq `
maxltpbi,lq2{4us.
Experimentally, we consider cases were each Qi and bi,l
are selected uniformly at random, and in particular Qi “
diagpUpr1,2sq ` viviT, with vi „ N p0,1 (that is vi is a random
vector drawn from a Gaussian distribution of mean zero
and standard deviation one). With this choice Qi is positive
definite. In addition bi,j „ U1r´2,2s. Finally, ciptq and di,lptq
are the time-varying functions
ci,lptq “ 10 cospθi,lc ` ω tq, θi,lc „ Ur0, 2piq, (52a)
di,lptq “ 10 cospθi,ld ` ω tq, θi,ld „ Ur0, 2piq, (52b)
with ω “ 0.1. The sensors in the n “ 50 node wireless
network are deployed randomly in the area r´1, 1s2 and can
communicate if they are closer than a range of r “ 2.5?2{?n,
which generates a network of l links. We set the vector of rate
and capacity constraints to b “ 0 yielding a dynamic network
flow problem, with approximation level β “ ?20.
A. Comparisons in absolute terms
We first analyze the behavior of DPC-G, DAPC-G, DPC-
N, and DAPC-N with respect to the decentralized running
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Fig. 1. Error with respect to the sampling time instance k for different
algorithms applied to the continuous-time sensor network resource allocation
problem (6), with sampling interval h “ 0.1.
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Fig. 2. Asymptotic error bound maxkąk¯ t}yk ´ y˚ptkq}u as compared
with the sampling interval h. Dotted straight lines represent error bounds
Ophrq for r “ 1, 2, 4.
gradient method of [20]. Unless otherwise stated the DPC-N
and DAPC-N algorithms run with unitary step-size (γ “ 1).
In Figure 1, we depict how the different algorithms reach
convergence as time passes for a fixed sampling interval of
h “ 0.1. Observe that the running gradient method achieves
the worst tracking performance of around }yk´y˚ptkq} « 10,
whereas DPC-G for various levels of communication rounds in
the prediction and correction steps K and K 1 achieves an error
near 10´1. Using second-order information in the correction
step, as with DPC-N and DAPC-N, achieves superior perfor-
mance, with tracking errors of at least }yk´y˚ptkq} « 10´5.
Moreover, the time-approximation in DAPC-G and DAPC-N
does not degrade significantly the asymptotic error, while the
number of communication rounds K and K 1 play a more
dominant role, especially in the case of DPC-N.
We also observe this trend in Figure 2, where we analyze
the behavior varying the sampling period h. We approximate
the asymptotic error bound as maxkąk¯ t}yk ´ y˚ptkq}u, for
a given k¯, where we set k¯ “ 800 for h ě 1{16 or k¯ “ 2000
for h ă 1{16. We may observe empirical confirmation of the
error bounds established by Theorems 1 and 2 in Section IV.
In particular, the running gradient has an asymptotic error
approximately as Ophq, whereas that of DPC-G varies between
Ophq and Oph2q depending on the approximation level K and
h. Moreover, DPC-N achieves an asymptotic tracking error
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Fig. 3. Error with respect to the sampling time instance k for DPC-G
and DPC-N with different step-size γ, applied to the continuous-time sensor
network resource allocation problem (6), with sampling interval h “ 0.1.
varying between Ophq and Oph4q.
In Figure 3, we depict the behavior in time for different
choices of step-size γ for DPC-N. As we notice, varying from
a small step-size γ “ 0.1 “ h to the biggest one of γ “ 1,
the convergence becomes faster (yet theoretically more local).
An increasing choice of step-size as γ “ 1 ´ .9{k seems
to combine both larger convergence region, reasonably fast
convergence, and small asymptotical error.
Since DPC-N is a computationally more demanding method
in terms of communication requirements and computational
latency, we study the effect of fixing the former parameter.
B. Comparisons with fixed communication effort
In practice the communication and computation require-
ments for each of the nodes of the network will be fixed by
hardware and bandwidth constraints. Let us fix the time, as
a percentage of the sampling period h, for the prediction and
correction step. Let us say that we have at most a time of rh
(r ď .5) to do prediction and rh to do correction.
Each time a new function is sampled, each of the proposed
algorithms will perform a number of correction steps nC ě 1.
Each of them will consist of either nC gradient steps, involving
each broadcasting p scalar values to the neighbors and receiv-
ing pNi scalar values from them, or nC approximate Newton
steps, involving each broadcasting ppK 1 ` 1q scalar values to
the neighbors and receiving pNipK 1 ` 1q scalar values from
them.
Once the corrected variable is derived, it can be imple-
mented (e.g., generating the control action). In the remaining
time, while waiting for another sampled cost function, the
proposed algorithms can perform a prediction step, involving
for each node broadcasting ppK ` 1q scalar values to the
neighbors and receiving pNipK`1q scalar values from them.
For the running schemes, there is no prediction, but we assume
here that the variables are further optimized by other extra
correction steps, and hence start at the next time with a better
initialization. These further correction steps, say nEC, can be
gradient or Newton.
Define t¯ to be the time required for one round of broad-
casting and receiving data from and to the neighbors and
assume that it is the same for each node and it scales
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Fig. 4. Asymptotic error with respect to the sampling period h for different
algorithms when the number of communication rounds is chosen according
to bandwidth constraints as in (53).
linearly with the number of communication rounds K and K 1
(since it has to be done sequentially). Suppose, as empirically
observed, that the computation time for the nodes is negligible
w.r.t. the communication time. In this context the number of
correction and prediction rounds can be chosen according to
the constraints on time:
(RG) nCt¯ “ rh nECt¯ “ rh, (53a)
(RN) nCpK 1 ` 1qt¯ “ rh nECpK ` 1qt¯ “ rh, (53b)
(DPC-G) nCt¯ “ rh pK ` 1qt¯ “ rh, (53c)
(DPC-N) nCpK 1 ` 1qt¯ “ rh pK ` 1qt¯ “ rh, (53d)
where RG indicates the running gradient method and RN the
running Newton. In the following simulation, we fix r “ 0.5,
K “ K 1 and nC, nEC to be 1 for RN and DPC-N. We fix
t¯ “ 1{10 s (for bigger values of p, that is the dimension of
the decision variable, this time will be longer, and vice-versa).
In Figure 4, we report the results in terms of asymptotical
error when optimizing the number of communication rounds
according to (53), for different sampling periods. In this
context, e.g., for h “ 1 s, we can run RG with nC “ nEC “ 5
correction and extra correction rounds, RN with K “ K 1 “ 4
communication rounds for correction and extra correction,
DPC-G with K “ 4 communication rounds for prediction and
nC “ 5 rounds of correction, and DPC-N with K “ K 1 “ 4
communication rounds for prediction and correction, respec-
tively. For the other values of sampling period h, similar
calculations give us the optimized values for nC, nEC, K, and
K 1. As we observe, when the sampling period is big enough,
so that DPC-N is implementable, then it seems to be the best
strategy to go for. We also notice that running gradient, even
with the extra correction steps, should be avoided unless all
the remaining algorithms are unviable (as for h “ 1{5 s).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We considered continuously varying convex programs
whose objectives may be decomposed into two parts: a sum of
locally available functions at the nodes and a part that is shared
between neighboring nodes. To solve this problem and track
the solution trajectory, we proposed a decentralized iterative
procedure which samples the problem at discrete times. Each
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED METHODS AND CONVERGENCE RESULTS.
Method DPC-G DAPC-G DPC-N DAPC-N
Prediction Alg. 1 Alg. 2 Alg. 1 Alg. 2
Correction Alg. 3 Alg. 3 Alg. 4 Alg. 4
Best Error bound Oph2q Oph2q Oph4q Oph4q
node predicts where the solution trajectory will be at the next
time via an approximation procedure in which it communicates
with its neighbors, and then corrects this prediction by incor-
porating information about how the local objective is varying,
again via a decentralized local approximation. We developed
an extension of this tool which allows for the case when the
dynamical behavior of the objective must be estimated.
We established that this decentralized approximate second-
order procedure converges to an asymptotic error bound which
depends on the length of the sampling interval and the amount
of communications in the network. Moreover, we established
that this convergence result also applies to the case where
time derivatives must be approximated. A summary of the
proposed methods and their performance guarantees is given in
Table II. Finally, we applied the developed tools to a resource
allocation problem in a wireless network, demonstrating its
practical utility and its ability to outperform existing running
methods by orders of magnitude.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
We generalize the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 in [24]
to establish the result. Start by defining the matrix Dˆk “
diagr∇yygpyk; tkqs which is positive definite due to Assump-
tion 1. Thus, we can write
}D´1{2k BkD´1{2k }“}D´1{2k Dˆ1{2k Dˆ´1{2k BkDˆ´1{2k Dˆ1{2k D´1{2k }
ď }D´1{2k Dˆ1{2k }2}Dˆ´1{2k BkDˆ´1{2k }. (54)
where the inequality in (54) is implied by the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality. We proceed to bound both terms on the
right-hand side of (54), starting with the rightmost term. The
matrix Dˆ´1{2k BkDˆ
´1{2
k is conjugate to the matrix Dˆ
´1
k Bk,
which means that the latter has the same eigenvalues of the
former. By construction, the matrix BkDˆ´1k is equivalent to
Dˆ´1k Bk “ I´ Dˆ´1k ∇yygpyk; tkq. (55)
The matrix ∇yygpyk; tkq is block diagonally dominant (As-
sumption 2); by the definition of the matrix Dˆk, this means
}rDˆ´1k sii}´1 ě
nÿ
j“1,j‰i
›››∇yiyjgi,jpyik,yjk; tq››› , for all i. (56)
Now consider the matrix Dˆ´1k ∇yygpyk; tkq, by the block
Gershgorin Circle theorem [35] its eigenvalues are contained
in the circles defined by all the µ’s that verify
}pI´ µIq´1}´1ď
nÿ
j“1,j‰i
›››rDˆ´1k sii∇yiyjgi,jpyik,yjk; tq›››ď1, (57)
where the last inequality comes from (56). Therefore the
eigenvalues are contained in the compact set r0, 2s. This means
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that the matrix Dˆ´1k Bk in (55) has eigenvalues contained in
the compact set r´1, 1s. Taken with the fact that the Frobenius
norm of the matrix Dˆ´1{2k BkDˆ
´1{2
k is bounded above by its
maximum eigenvalue, we have
}Dˆ´1{2k BkDˆ´1{2k } ď 1. (58)
With this bound in place, we shift focus to the first term on
the right-hand side of (54). Note that the matrices Dk and
Dˆk are both symmetric and positive definite and therefore we
can write }D´1{2k Dˆ1{2k }2 “ }D´1{2k DˆkD´1{2k }. Notice that
the matrix D´1{2k DˆkD
´1{2
k is block diagonal where its i-th
diagonal block is given by
I`∇yiyigpyik,yjk; tkq´
1
2∇yiyif ipyik; tkq∇yiyigpyik,yjk; tkq´
1
2 .
(59)
Using the bounds in Assumptions 1-2, and the fact that for
positive definite matrices λminpABq ě λminpAqλminpBq,
we obtain that the eigenvalues of the matrix D´1{2k DˆkD
´1{2
k
blocks are bounded below by 1` 2m{L. Thus, we obtain
}Dˆ´1k Dk} “ }D´1{2k DˆkD´1{2k } ě 1` p2m{Lq . (60)
Since the eigenvalues of D´1{2k DˆkD
´1{2
k are lower bounded
by 1` 2m{L we obtain that
}D´1k Dˆk} “ }D1{2k Dˆ´1k D1{2k } ď p1` p2m{Lqq´1 . (61)
Substituting the upper bounds in (58) and (61) into (54) yields
}D´1{2k BkD´1{2k } ď % . (62)
Note that (62) implies that the eigenvalues of D´1{2k BkD
´1{2
k
are strictly less than one and thus the expansion in (18) is valid.
We use the result in (62) to prove the claim in (42). Given
the approximation in (19), we know that
}H´1k,pKq} ď }D´1k }
Kÿ
τ“0
}D´1{2k BkD´1{2k }τ
ď 1
m``{2
Kÿ
τ“0
%τ “ 1´ %
K`1
pm` `{2qp1´ %q , (63)
where the second inequality comes from formula for a finite
geometric series. Moreover, we can derive an upper bound for
the RHS of (63), and use the definition of % to obtain
1´ %K 1`
pm``{2qp1´%q ď
1
pm``{2qp1´%q “
2m`L
mp2m``q “:H (64)
Combining the inequalities in (63) and (64) the claim in (42)
follows. Moreover, the bound on the error ek follows from [24,
Proposition 3] with the definition of % [cf. (62)], yielding
ek “ }I´ ∇yyF pyk; tkqH´1k,pKq} “ }D´
1
2
k BkD
´ 12
k }K`1, (65)
from which the bound (43) follows. 
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: CASE DPC-G
First, we establish that discrete-time sampling error bound
stated in (48) is achieved by the updates of DPC-G. For
simplicity, we modify the notation to omit the arguments yk
and tk of the function F . In particular, define
∇yyF :“ ∇yyF pyk; tkq , ∇tyF :“ ∇tyF pyk; tkq , (66)
∇yyF˚ :“ ∇yyF py˚ptkq; tkq , ∇tyF˚ :“ ∇tyF py˚ptkq; tkq.
Begin by considering the update of DPC-G, the prediction
step, evaluated at a generic point yk sampled at the current
sample time tk and with associated optimizer y˚ptq,
y˚ptk`1q “ y˚ptkq ´ h r∇yyF˚s´1∇tyF˚ `∆k. (67)
Rewrite the approximate prediction step yk`1|k “ yk `
hpk by adding and subtracting the exact prediction step
h r∇yyF s´1∇tyF , yielding
yk`1|k “ yk ` hpk,pKq
` h r∇yyF s´1∇tyF ´ h r∇yyF s´1∇tyF. (68)
Subtract (67) from (68), take the norm, and apply the triangle
inequality to the resulted expression to obtain
}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q} (69)
ď }yk´y˚ptkq}`h
››r∇yyF s´1∇tyF´r∇yyF˚s´1∇tyF ›˚›
` h ››pk,pKq ´ r∇yyF s´1∇tyF ››` }∆k}.
We proceed to analyze the three terms on the RHS of (69).
The the last term }∆k} is bounded above by h2∆ as in (41).
We proceed to find an upper bound for the second summand
in the RHS of (69). We use the same reasoning as in [10,
Appendix B], which yields [cf. Eq. (62) of [10]]
h
››r∇yyF s´1∇tyF ´ r∇yyF˚s´1∇tyF˚›› (70)
ď C0C1h
m2
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` C2h
m
}yk ´ y˚ptkq}.
Finally, we proceed to analyze the third term in (69).
Rewrite this term using the definition of the prediction step
pk,pKq “ ´H´1k,pKq∇tyF , and apply the mixed first-order
partial derivative bound }∇tyF py; tq}ďC0 stated in Assump-
tion 2 to obtain
h }H´1k,pKq∇tyF´∇yyF´1∇tyF }ďC0h }H´1k,pK q´ ∇yyF´1} .
(71)
Observe that }H´1k,pKq ´ ∇yyF´1} is bounded above by
}∇yyF´1}}∇yyFH´1k,pKq ´ I}. This observation in con-
junction with the upper bound for the error vector ek “
}∇yyFH´1k,pKq ´ I} in Proposition 3 implies that
}H´1k,pKq ´∇yyF´1} ď (72)
ď }∇yyF´1}}∇yyFH´1k,pKq ´ I} ď
%K`1
m
.
Combining the results in (71) and (72) shows that the third in
the RHS of (69) is upper bounded by
h
››pk,pKq ´ r∇yyF s´1∇tyF ›› ď hC0m %K`1 . (73)
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By substituting the bounds in (70) and (73) into (69) and
considering the definitions of σ in (44) and Γ p%,Kq in
Theorem 1 we obtain
}yk`1|k´y˚ptk`1q}ďσ}yk´y˚ptkq}` hΓ p%,K q` h2∆. (74)
For the correction step [cf. (29)] , we may use the standard
property of projected gradient descent for strongly convex
functions with Lipschitz gradients. The Euclidean error norm
of the projected gradient descent method converges linearly as
}yk`1 ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď ρ}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q}. (75)
where ρ “ maxt|1 ´ γm|, |1 ´ γpL `Mq|u; see e.g., [10]
or [37]. Plug the correction error in (75) into the prediction
error in (74) to obtain
}yk`1 ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď ρσ}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` ρϕ, (76)
where ϕ :“ hΓ p%,Kq ` h2∆. Therefore,
}yk`1 ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď pρσqk`1}y0 ´ y˚pt0q} ` ρϕ
kÿ
i“0
pρσqi.
(77)
Substitute k ` 1 by k and simplify the sum in (77), making
use of the fact that ρσ ă 1, which yields
}yk´y˚ptkq}ďpρσqk}y0 ´ y˚pt0q}`ρϕ
„
1´ pρσqk
1´ ρσ

. (78)
Observing (78) together with the definition of ϕ, (48) follows.
In particular, if ρσ ă 1 (that is (47) holds), the sequence tyku
converges Q-linearly to y˚ up to an error bound as
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} “ (79)„
ρ
1´ ρσ
ˆ
hΓ p%,Kq ` h2
„
C0C2
m2
` C3
2m
` C
2
0C1
2m3
˙
.
To establish the result stated in (46), observe that
in the worst case, we may upper bound the term
}r∇yyF s´1∇tyF ´ r∇yyF˚s´1∇tyF˚} in (69) by››r∇yyF s´1∇tyF } ` }r∇yyF˚s´1∇tyF˚›› which yields››r∇yyF s´1∇tyF ´ r∇yyF˚s´1∇tyF˚›› ď 2C0
m
. (80)
Substituting the upper bound in (80) into (69) yields
}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď }yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` h 2C0m ` ϕ. (81)
Using the definition ϕ “ hΓ p%,Kq ` h2∆ and observing the
relation in (75), we can write
}yk`1´y˚ptk`1q} ď ρ}yk´y˚ptkq}`ρ
„
2h
C0
m
` ϕ

. (82)
Recursively applying (82) backwards to the initial time
}yk y´˚ptkq}ďρk}y0´ y˚pt0q}` ρ
„
2hC0
m
`ϕ
„
1´ ρk
1´ ρ

, (83)
and by sending k Ñ8, we can simplify (83) as
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} “ 2C0ρh
mp1´ ρq` (84)
ρ
1´ ρhΓ p%,Kq ` h
2 ρ
1´ ρ
„
C0C2
m2
` C3
2m
` C
2
0C1
2m3

,
which is (46). The result in (84) holds if ρ ă 1, which is the
case if γ ă 2{pL`Mq, as stated in Theorem 1. 
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: CASE DAPC-G
We establish the tracking performance of the DAPC-G
method by following a similar line of reasoning as that which
yields the DPC-G error bounds. To do so, we characterize the
error coming from the approximate time derivative in (27).
In particular, consider the Taylor expansion of the gradient
∇yF pyk; tk´1q near the point pyk, tkq which is given by
∇yF pyk; tk´1q “ ∇yF pyk; tkq ´ h∇tyF pyk; tkq
` h
2
2
∇ttyF pyk; sq. (85)
for a particular sPrtk´1, tks. Regroup terms in (85) to obtain
∇tyF pyk; tkq “ ∇yF pyk; tkq´∇yF pyk; tk´1q
h
` h
2
∇ttyF pyk; sq . (86)
Use the definition of the approximate partial mixed gradient
∇˜tyF pyk; tkq in (27) and the expression for the exact mixed
gradient ∇yF pyk; tkq in (86) to obtain
∇tyF pyk; tkq ´ ∇˜tyF pyk; tkq “ h
2
∇ttyF pyk; sq. (87)
Based on Assumption 3 the norm ∇ttyF pyk; sq is bounded
above by a constant C3, which yields the upper estimate on
the error of the partial mixed gradient approximation [cf. also
Eq. (100) of [10]]
}∇tyF pyk; tkq ´ ∇˜tyF pyk; tkq} ď hC3
2
. (88)
Consider the approximate prediction step of the DAPC-G
algorithm. By adding and subtracting the prediction direction
pk,pKq to the right-hand side of the update in (68) we obtain
yk`1|k “ yk ` hpk,pKq (89)
` hH´1k,pK q´ ∇tyF pyk; tkq ´ ∇˜tyF pyk; tkq
¯
.
Proceed exactly as the proof of DPC-G in Theorem 1, starting
from (67), and observe the presence of the extra term due to
the time-derivative approximation error
h}H´1k,pK q´ ∇tyF pyk; tkq ´ ∇˜tyF pyk; tkq
¯
} ď h
2
2
C3H (90)
in the prediction errors stated in (74) and (81). This ap-
proximation error term is obtained by combing the error
estimate in (88) with the fact that the eigenvalues of the
approximated Hessian H´1k,pKq are upper bounded as stated
in (42) (Proposition 3). Incorporating this extra error term
from time-derivative approximation, the same logic from the
proof of Theorem 1 (case DPC-G) yields that if ρσ ă 1, the
sequence tyku converges Q-linearly to y˚ up to an error bound
as
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} “ (91)„
ρ
1´ρσ
„
hΓ p%,Kq`h2
„
C0C2
m2
` C3
2m
p1`mHq`C
2
0C1
2m3

.
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If ρ ă 1, the sequence tyku converges Q-linearly to y˚ up to
an error bound as
lim sup
kÑ8
}yk ´ y˚ptkq}“ h
„
2ρC0
mp1´ ρq

` ρ
1´ ρhΓ p%,Kq
` h2
„
C0C2
m2
` C3
2m
p1`mHq ` C
2
0C1
2m3
„
ρ
1´ ρ

. (92)
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 2: CASE DPC-N
Since DPC-N and DPC-G are identical in their prediction
steps, we may consider the prediction error result established
during the proof Theorem 1, i.e. the expression in (74) with
k “ 0. We turn our attention to the correction step, and
consider in particular the gap to the optimal trajectory before
and after correction at time tk`1 as
}yk`1 ´ y˚ptk`1q} “ }yk`1|k ´ γH´1k`1|k∇yF ´ y˚ptk`1q}.
(93)
Subsequently, we simplify notation by defining the shorthands
∇yF :“∇yF pyk`1|k; tk`1q ,∇yyF :“∇yyF pyk`1|k; tk`1q ,
∇yF˚:“∇yF py p˚tk`1q;tk`1q,∇yyF :˚“∇yyF py p˚tk`1q;tk`1q,
∇tyF :“∇tyF pyk`1|k;tk`1q ,∇tyF˚:“∇tyF py˚ptk`1q;tk`1q .
(94)
Add and subtract γ∇yyF´1∇yF to the expression inside the
norm in (93) which is the exact damped Newton, and use the
the triangle inequality to obtain
}yk`1´y˚ptk`1q}ď}yk`1|k γ´∇yyF´1∇yF´y˚ptk`1q}
` γ}p∇yyF´1 ´H´1k`1|kq∇yF }. (95)
We proceed to bound the two terms in the RHS of (95).
Consider the first term: left multiply by ∇yyF and its inverse,
and left factor out the Hessian inverse ∇yyF´1. Making use
of the Cauchy- Schwartz inequality, the first term of right-hand
side of (95) is bounded above as
}yk`1|k ´ γ∇yyF´1∇yF ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď
p1´ γq}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q}`
γ}∇yyF´1}}∇yyF pyk`1|k´y˚ptk`1qq´∇yF } . (96)
We use now the same arguments as in [10, Appendix C, Eq.s
(83)-(85)] to show that (96) can be upper bounded by
p1´ γq}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q} ` γC12m }yk`1|k ´ y
˚ptk`1q}2 .
(97)
With this upper estimate in place for the first term on
the right hand side of (95), we shift focus to the sec-
ond term. Use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to ob-
tain }p∇yyF´1 ´ H´1k`1|kq∇yF } is bounded above by
}∇yyF´1}}∇yyFH´1k`1|k ´ I}}∇yF }. Use the upper bound
1{m for the spectrum of ∇yyF´1 and the Hessian approxi-
mation error [cf. (43)] to obtain
}p∇yyF´1 ´H´1k`1|kq∇yF } ď
%K
1`1
m
}∇yF }. (98)
Now, focusing on the second term in the product on the
right-hand side of (98), we use of the optimality criterion of
y˚ptk`1q, which is equivalent to ∇yF˚ “ 0, to write
}∇yF }“}∇yF´∇yF˚}ďpL`Mq}yk`1|k´y˚ptk`1q},
(99)
where we have used the Lipschitz property of the gradients.
Substituting the upper bound in (99) into (98) and considering
the definition Γ p%,K 1q “ pC0{mq%K1`1 lead to
}p∇yyF´1 ´H´1k`1|kq∇yF }
ď L`M
C0
Γ p%,K 1q}yk`1|k ´ yptk`1q}. (100)
Apply the bounds (97) - (100) to the right-hand side of (95)
}yk`1 ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď γ C1
2m
}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q}2 (101)
`
´
γ
L`M
C0
Γ p%,K 1q ` 1´ γ
¯
}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q} .
Now we consider the prediction step, which by (74) we have
}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď σ}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` ϕ, (102)
with ϕ “ hΓ p%,Kq ` h2∆ as defined in Appendix B.
Substituting the relation (102) into (101) allows us to write
}yk`1 ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď γ C1
2m
pσ}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` ϕq2 (103)
`
´
γ
L`M
C0
Γ p%,K 1q ` 1´ γ
¯
pσ}yk´y˚ptkq}`ϕq .
The right-hand side of (103) is a quadratic function of the
error }yk ´ y˚ptkq} at time tk, which upper bounds the error
sequence at the subsequent time tk`1. For certain selections
of parameters K, K 1, and h, (103) defines a contraction. To
determine the conditions for which this occurs, we solve for
an appropriate radius of contraction. Let τ ą 0 be a positive
scalar such that
α2}yk ´ y˚ptkq}2`α1}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` α0 (104)
ď τ}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` α0 ,
where the coefficients α0, α1, and α2 of the quadratic polyno-
mial of the error }yk´y˚ptkq} are defined from the right-hand
side of (103), and given as
α2 “ γ C1
2m
σ2, α1 “ σ
„
γ
C1
m
ϕ` γL`M
C0
Γ p%,K 1q ` 1´ γ

,
α0 “ ϕ
„
γ
C1
2m
ϕ` γL`M
C0
Γ p%,K 1q ` 1´ γ

. (105)
Based on (104), to guarantee the Q-linear convergence of the
error sequence }yk ´ y˚ptkq}, we require τ ă 1, which by
simple algebra it is satisfied if
α1 ă τ, }y0 ´ y˚pt0q} ď pτ ´ α1q{α2 . (106)
Finally, we need to require that the second condition in (106)
holds true for all k, that is }yk`1´y˚ptk`1q} ď }yk´y˚ptkq},
which implies
τpτ ´ α1q{α2 ` α0 ď pτ ´ α1q{α2. (107)
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Conditions (106)-(107), the definitions of α0, α1, and α2
in (111), and ϕ “ hΓ p%,Kq`h2∆ establish the small enough
conditions on sampling period and optimality gap as well as
the large enough conditions on the approximation levels K,K 1
in Theorem 2, for any chosen τ ă 1. In particular, the terms
α0 and α1 are polynomial functions of the sampling period
h and the approximation levels K and K 1. Conditions (106)-
(107) describe a system of nonlinear inequalities for any fixed
1 ´ γ ă τ ă 1. For arbitrarily small h and large K and K 1,
α0 and α1 can be made 0 and 1´ γ, respectively. Formally
lim
hÑ0, K,K1Ñ8α0 “ 0, limhÑ0, K,K1Ñ8α1 “ 1´ γ. (108)
When α0 “ 0 and α1 “ 1 ´ γ conditions (106)-(107) hold
with attraction region R¯ “ 2mpτ ´ 1 ` γq{γC1σ2. Since α0
and α1 go their limits monotonically with h,K,K 1, then – by
continuity – there exists a large enough K¯ and small enough
attraction region R¯ for which conditions (106)-(107) can be
achieved. The convergence region in (106) is dictated by the
Newton step and by the step-size choice γ. If the cost function
is a time-varying quadratic function, then C1 “ 0, and the
convergence region is the whole space. If γ is chosen very
small, then also in this case the convergence region becomes
arbitrarily large, as expected.
By selecting the error polynomial coefficients as (111) and
recursively applying (104) backward in time, we obtain
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ď τk}y0 ´ y˚pt0q} ` α0
„
1´ τk
1´ τ

, (109)
which since τ ă 1, the right-side of the (112) is finite,
implying (49), after the expansion of the coefficients. 
APPENDIX E
THEOREM 2: CASE DAPC-N
Proceed with analogous logic to that which establishes the
convergence of DPC-N in Theorem 2. Instead of the error
contraction in (102) when the exact time-derivative is used,
we obtain
}yk`1|k ´ y˚ptk`1q} ď σ}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ` ϕ` h
2
2
C3H ,
(110)
where the last term on the right-hand side comes from the
error due to approximating the time derivative, and is derived
in (88). Proceeding in a similar manner as to that which yields
a quadratic polynomial of the error sequence }yk´y˚ptkq} in
the proof of Theorem 2, replacing ϕ with ϕ`h2 C3H{2, and
solving for the required conditions on the problem parameters
to obtain a contraction, the proof is completed. In particular,
consider ϕ1 “ ϕ` h22 C3H and define the coefficients α10, α11,
and α2 as
α2 “ γ C1
2m
σ2, α11 “ σ
„
γ
C1
m
ϕ1 ` γL`M
C0
Γ p%,K 1q ` 1´ γ

,
α10 “ ϕ1
„
γ
C1
2m
ϕ1 ` γL`M
C0
Γ p%,K 1q ` 1´ γ

. (111)
If the modified conditions (106)-(107) in terms of α10, α11, and
α2 hold, then convergence of tyku goes as
}yk ´ y˚ptkq} ď τk}y0 ´ y˚pt0q} ` α10
„
1´ τk
1´ τ

. (112)
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